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2023 COLLECTION JUST LANDED IN SHENZHEN

The Minotti Shenzhen by Domus Tiandi flagship store welcomes the 2023 Collection into spaces

characterised by sophisticated architectural elements.

The interior design, by Minotti Studio, expresses sophistication and contemporary style, in tune with the

young and dynamic urban context in which the showroom is located.

The settings are developed on two independent levels, marked by the presence of a large fireplace, a

distinctive symbol of the Minotti style code. In particular, the two living areas around its sculptural

volume, on the ground floor, accommodate, on the one hand, the Dylan Low seating system by

Rodolfo Dordoni together with the Raphael sofa by GamFratesi, and on the other, the compact lines of

the Torii Bold family of seats by Nendo.

Here, the palette in exquisite tones of grey is enriched by mustard-coloured accents that add strong,

warm notes to the entire mood.

Cosy, charming atmospheres characterised by soft lighting abound: these include the night area

furnished with the sartorial style of the Twiggy bed and dormeuse, both by Rodolfo Dordoni.

The latest news include the original curved elements of the Goodman seating system, also by Dordoni,

in a living area on the upper floor of the store.

A refined layout, capable of expressing the Made in Italy style of Minotti furniture and, at the same time,

the international identity of the brand.
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